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ABSTRACT 

-" 
Data are presented showing that the Y 1"'( 1385) produc-

tion angular distribution in the reaction 1T - P - Y*-K+ and in 

+ i.<+ 0 
its charge- symmetric counterpart 1T n (p ) - Y K (p ) is 

sp sp 

characterized by peripheral and antiperipheral peaking. 

Explanation for the latter is sought in terms of baryon ex- . 

change, and to this end comparisons. with other 1TN - y)j(K re-

actions are made. The peripheral peak cannot arise through 

the exchange of any known meson. Alternative explanations 

are considered. 

The one-particle exchange model, when m.odified by absorption, has 

been quite successful in predicting the production angular distributions and 

decay correlations in a large class of high-energy two-body processes. In 

particular, the characteristic forward-peaked production distribution can 

be understood in tenns of meson exchange, and backward peaking is at least 

qualitatively explained in term.s of baryon exchange. 
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Fo r the reactions; 

- *- + Trp-Y K ( 1a) 

and 

Tr+n{p ) _ (p ) Y*+KO 
sp sp 

(1b) 

from 1.8 to 4.2 GeV/c, we present data on the production angular distribu-

tions, which are characterized by both forward and backward peaking 

throughout this energy range. At the same energies, we have also stud-

ied the reactions 

(2a) 

+ *0 + .Tr n (p ) - (p ) YK , sp sp 
(2b) 

and 

+ *+ + 
Tr P (n ) - (n ) Y K, sp sp· 

(3) 

. 1 
where both meson and baryon exchange are allowed. There is no known 

meson whose exchange could produce the forward peak in reaction (1), and 

it appears that simple u-channel or s-channel effects cannot account for 

\ this peaking. 

The data used in this report come from two separate experiments: 

(a) Approximate~y 890000 pictures of Tr - P interactions between 1. 5 and 

4.2 GeV / c in the 72-inch bubble chamber, in which more than 50000 strange-

particle events were found. A comprehensive report on this experiment, 

known as Tr63, has been published. 2 

(b) An exposure known as Tr66A, consisting of more than 400000 pictures 

of Tr + d interactions between 2.8 and 4.2 GeV / c in the 72-inch chamber, 

yielding about 17000 events with visible decays of neutral strange particles. 
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We have also used preliminary data from a lower-momentum run, 1T66B, 
I 

for reaction (3) near 2 GeV/c. 

Because of the rapid decrease of cross section with energy, particularly 

for reaction (1), it was found convenient to g~oup the data into three beam-

momentum intervals. The data of the two experiments were compared. to 

check for consistency and then were combined. For angular distributions, 

a fiducial volume cut was made. The events were given weights (which av-

eraged 1.1) according to their detectionprobabilities. For this report, we 

have examined only AK1T (not ~K1T) final states. Further details of the ex-

posures are given in Table I. 

The data-analysis methods for 1T63 have already been described. 2 The 

1T66 events were measured on both the Spiral Reader and~ranckenstein 

mea~uring machines. Ambiguous Franckenstein-measured events that might 

be resolvable on the basis of track ionization information were examined on 

the scanning table; the Spiral Reader automatically obtained such informa-

tion. We feel that the remaining ambiguities do not affect the conclusions 

of this report; however, the cross sections for 1T66,· which are presented in 

Table I, are preliminary. 

>:< 
The A1T mass spectra in Fig. 1 indicate the presence of Y 1 (1385). 

~}: 

The Y production angular distributions (Fig. 2) were obtained by dividing 

the events into six intervals in A 1T production cosine, and, for each inter-

~:: 
val, calculating the number of Y events present. The fraction of each res-

onance and of phase space was obtained by using the maximum-likelihood , 

fitting program MURTLEBERT, 3 which properly takes into account the ef-

fects of K~:~(890) production competing with reactions (1) and (2). It was assumed 

that the resonances could be described by simple Breit- Wigner matrix 
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elements with isotropic decay distributions, and that the'various contribu-

I 

ting processes were rioninterfering. These assumptions seem to be justi-

fied by the absence of obviously important interference effects in the Dalitz 

plots, and by the generally good fits we get to the mass projections over the 

entire momentum region for the three reactions. 4 

It is, of course, impossible to rule out some small but perhaps impor-

tant interference effects or other deficiencies in the model just described. 

As a check on the method, the angular distributions were also obtained in a 
." 

more conventional manner: by making amass cut to select the y"'(1385), 
. * . 

eliminating events in the K (890) band, and subtracting, as background, 

regions adjacent in A1T mass. The qualitative agreement with the maximum-

likelihood results was quite good. 

Figure 2 contains the essential results of this report. The dominant 

features of reactions (2) and (3), and the backward peaks in reaction (1), 

5 
appear consistent with the allowed t- and u-channel exchanges. 

The statistically significant peripheral peak in reaction (f) persists 

through the whole momentum region. The cross section in the forward di-

rection is estimated to be about 7 IJ.b/ sr at 2 GeV / c and about 21J.b/ sr at the 

higher momenta. Although the backgrourtdis also peripherally peaked, the 
)'.-

peaking is stronger in the y'" region. The shaded events (cos () >2/3) in Fig. 

* 1 show that there is a definite Y signal in the forward direction. The 

forward peak cannot be attributed to the exchange of any single known meson, 

since the t-channel quantunl numbers require a particle with I = 3/2, S = 1 

[for cxa.mple. in reaction (fa). a K+ 1T + resonance]. 
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If the reactions were dominated by a single s-channel resonant ampli-
i: ' 

tude, parity conservation would requIre forward-backward symmetry in 

the production distribution in reaction (2) as well as in (1). The absence of 
I 

a backward peak in reaction (2) at 2 GeV jc, where the statistics are best, 

means that at least two significant interfering amplitudes must be invoked 

to explain the forward peak as an s-channel effect. The persistence of the 

forward peak in reaction (1) as the energy varies argues against a fairly 

simple s'-channel effect. 

Production angular distributions calculated for baryon exchange with 

absorption show, in some cases, a s~gnificant tail extending to 'cos e = +1. 6 

Although one hesitat'es to take such a, model seriously so far from the back-

ward region, it is conceivable that a combination of u- channel exchanges 
. , 

interfering in a suitable fashion, perhaps with an s- channel resonant ampli-
, 

tude, could generate a forward as well as a backward peak. A rapid change 

in relative phase with u would be required to give destructive interference 

in the backward direction but constructive interference in the forward di-

rection. 

We have not completed a study of the contributions of two-meson-

exchange diagrams to reaction (1). In the simple quark model, the effect 

we observe may be associated with double quark scattering. 7 

The absence of forward peaking in the two-body processes 'IT-p~~-K+ 
- - + and K p ~~ 'IT has been cited as weak evidence against the eXi,stence of 

the particular meson needed to mediate these reactions. 8 The results 

.' . >!<++ 
presl'nt:ed here :i.ndic;1t:C' that such argnn1ents agaInst a K resonance are 

not necessa rily conclusive. A sin1.ilar "forbidden" for\.vard peak has re-

+ cently been observed in K- p ~ K . 9 reactIons. 
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Table 1. 
)'C 

Exposure size and Y I production cros s section (approximate). 

Momentum Experi- Exposure + . 0 + + . + 0 + + + 'IT n(p)- (p)AK 'IT 'IT n(p)-(p)tr~ 'IT 'IT p(n)-(n)AK 'IT 
interval ment size [- + -] 
(GeV / c) (events/t-tb ) 

'IT p - AK 'IT ['IT-p-AK 'IT] 

u(y~cK) u(Y*K) U(Y*K) (events (events (events a 
(t-tb ) a 

(t-tb ) a 
(t-tb ) per t-tb) per .... b) per t-tb) 

1.9-2.4 'lT66B ::::6 ::::2 ... ::::90 

1.8 - 2.2 'IT 63 12.5±0.7 ::::8- 42.8 ±4.0 ::::3 61.6 ± 10.0 

2.8 - 3.2 'lT66A ::::11 ::::5 ::::6 ::::5 ::::25 ::::5 ::::31 

2;9 - 3.3 'lT63 12.8 ±0.5 ::::8 5.0 ± 1.0 ::::2 28.9±7.0 

3.8 - 4.2 'lT66A ::::4 ::::2 ::::7 ~2 '. ::::23 ::::2 ::::28 

3.8 - 4.2 'IT 63 5.6±0.4 ::::3 1.9±1.9 ::::1 13.0 ± 5.4 

a. These columns apply to the events represented in Fig. 1. The values given take into 
'·0· 

account neutral decays of A and K , and the cuts on the c. m. energy made in 'lT66 for the 

maximum-likelihood fits. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. - + - + 0 + Effective mass of A11' for (a-c) 11' p ~ AK 11' and 11' n ~ AK 11' ; 

- 00 + +0 . + ++ 
(d-f) 11' P ~AK 11' and 11' n ~AK 11' ; and (g-l) 11' P ~AK 11'. The 

beam momentum interval in (a), (d), and (g) is 1.8 to 2.4 GeV/c; 

in (b), (e), and (h), 2.8 to 3.3 GeV/c; and in (c), (f), and (i) 3.8 to 

4.2 GeV/c. In (a), (b), and (c), events With production cosine 

greate~ than 2/3 are shaded. 

Fig. 2. 
~~ 

y 1 (1385) production angular distribution. The angle e lies be-

tween the incident pion and the K in the final state. 

(a-·c): 

(d- f) : 

(g-i) : 

- ~:<- + + *+ 0 
reaction (1), 11' p~ Y K and 11' n- Y K; 

>:~O 0 + >:~o + . 
reaction (2), 11' P - Y K and 11' n - Y K; 

+ >:~+ + 
reaction (3), 11' P -+ Y K The beam momentum interval 

in (a), (d), and (g) is 1.8 to 2.4 GeV/c; in (b), (e), and (h), ::2.8 to 

3.3 GeV/c; in (c), (f), and (i), 3.8 to 4.2 GeV/c .. The er,rors shown 

are statistical only. 
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